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In a glass case in the centre of Rome appears to lie the corpse of former Italian Prime Minister, Silvio Berlusconi. Even in death he wears a smile, a bespoke suit

and rather surprisingly a pair of Mickey Mouse slippers.

The body is in fact a waxwork, the latest provocative piece by Italian artists Antonio Garullo et Mario Ottocento, which they have entitled, ‘The dream of all Italians’.

It has been installed on the second floor of the Ferrajoli Palace, directly opposite the Palazzo Chigi, the Italian seat of government.

Known for his sexual escapades, the former Italian premier lies in a perfect midnight blue suit, but with a scruffy shirt, a tie in disarray, and one hand down his

unbuttoned trousers.

His other hand rests upon a copy of ‘The Italian History’, a pamphlet he sent to millions of his countrymen during an election campaign. While the artists explain

the Mickey Mouse slippers are there to honour the showbusiness side of the politician.

The artists, known in Italy for being the first gay couple to marry in 2002, said they chose

to display Berlusconi in this way as a representation of the way people saw him during his

last years in power.

They thought a glass case would be an ironic resting place as they said: “Normally in the

Christian tradition this is reserved for the preservation of saints, and also from a secular

perspective, for the bodies of powerful heroes like Mao or Lenin.”

The former prime

minister, still very

much alive at 75,

stood down last

November after

failing to come up

with credible

solutions to the

sovereign debt

crisis.

Just before leaving

office his

reputation was

marred by constant revelations about his private life, including his now infamous “bunga bunga” parties. He also remains embroiled in a high-profile court case after

being accused of paying for sex in February 2010 with underage Karima El Mahroug, – also known as Ruby – when she was 17-years-old.
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Tahrir Square in the Egyptian

capital, Cairo, has once again

been packed with angry crowds

after…

Clashes in the northern

Lebanese city of Tripoli,

between supporters and

opponents of Syrian…

Canadian students back on the streets

Students and their families have been rallying in

Montreal in Canada, 48 hours after talks with

authorities over tuition fee hikes collapsed. The

dispute has been going on for months now and…

Man killed in Toronto shopping centre
shooting

A man has been killed after a gunman opened fire in

a busy shopping centre in Toronto, Canada. Seven

other people were injured, two of them seriously –

including a 13-year-old…

Spain's Rajoy urges new euro zone
fiscal body

UK: Diamond Jubilee prepares for the
Thames

Turkish pianist to go on trial over Twitter
comments

Suu Kyi meets Burmese refugees in
Thailand

UK doctor among hostages rescued in
Afghanistan

Assad: Syria is facing a war waged from the outside

More international news…

Syrian President Bashar

al-Assad has told

parliament that the

country is facing an

international onslaught,

with a war being waged

from the outside. He once

again denied that

government forces are

responsible for…

Arab League in new
Syria plea

Mubarak verdict brings crowds back to
Egypt's Tahrir Square

Muslim Brotherhood vows to retry Mubarak

At least 14 dead after clashes in
Lebanese city


